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We are pleased to be able to reach the 5th issue of The Journal of Mesopotamian
Studies (JMS) (Volume: 3 Issue 2), published by Mardin Artuklu University,
Institute of Living Languages in Turkey, to our valuable readers and researchers.
This issue features a total of eight articles, a translation and a book presentation
which are diverse in terms of language and subject, but with a focus on language
and literature in terms of discipline. The variety of articles, and the fact that
some of these articles have been sent from abroad, indicate that JMS has become
a national and international focus of interest, even though it is a new journal. We
would like to take this opportunity to thank the valuable writers who showed
this interest by sending their articles for publication in our journal. In addition,
we thank to our esteemed colleagues who refereed our journal by reading the
articles during the evaluation stage.
The articles in this issue are; five in Kurdish, four in Kurmanji and one in the
Sorani dialect; two in Turkish and one in Arabic. An article has also been
translated into Kurdish from English.
In his article “The First Grammar Book of Kurmanci in English” Sami TAN
examines the work of the American missionary Samuel A. Rhea's "The Brief
Grammar and Vocabulary of the Kurdish Language of the Hakari District". The
author studies the work in terms of grammatical categories and word types.
Zana FARQÎNÎ in his work "Verbs in Terms of Structure in Kurmanci
Dialect and Separable Verbs" focuses on the classification of verb types in the
Kurmanji dialect in terms of structure by taking into account the work of 11
previously published Kurdish language linguistics book. In this context, the
author argues that a new classification of verbs of the subject of the study should
be included in the classification of a new verb with the name of separable verbs
which are not mentioned in any Kurmanji language grammar study under an
independent name.
In the article of Cumhur ÖLMEZ titled “Representation in Eliyê
Evdilrehman’s Historical Novels”, Elîyê Evdirehman's novels are discussed in
terms of the concept of representation and the author attempts to show that his
ideological approach narrowed his literary boundaries and his novels, which
were topic for many articles, were written as historical documents rather than
literary works.
Cihan KAYNAR in his article "An Evaluation of Mourning Songs in Regards
to The Themes of War and Murder in Dengbêjî”, focuses on the features of
the theme of mourning in dengbej songs, which are about war and death. The
author also points out the common elements of the songs, namely war and death,
and attempts to show which methods the dengbêjs are pursuing in order to
perform such works and what elements about grief they are using.

Muna YÜCEL ÖZEZEN in the article “Writing an Teaching Arabic with a
Latin-based Alphabet-The Example of Çukurova Arabic”, discusses and
gives some proposals on the subject of teaching Arabic with a Latin-based
alphabet focusing on Cukurova Arabs and Cukurova Arabic.
Mehmet
in his article
Chaldeans in The Context of
Mar Petyun Chaldean Church’s Death Registry” writes about the situation of
the Chaldean community in that city and under what circumstances they lived by
focusing on the records of the Church Death Book held between 1882 and 1955
at the Mar Petyun Chaldean Church in Diyarbakir.
Rebwar MUHAMMED
and Nawzad WAQAS
are doing a
theoretical and critical analysis of the Kurdish poetry texts written in the middle
Kurdish dialect in the article “Kurdish Poetry from the Perspective of the
Criteria of Textuality, Kurdish Poetry Texts of Central Kurdish Dialect as an
Example”. The authors analyze the structure of Kurdish poetry written in
middle Kurdish in terms of literary elements such as language, meaning,
identity, genre, thought, imagination, feeling and form and they emphasize that
there are changing aspects of these literary texts throughout history from the
theoretical to the critical point of view.
Amer AL-JARAH is trying to clarify the concept of fluency (fesahat) by making
the definition of early literary Arabic writers according to the descriptive
method in the article “Arap
Fesâhat
and
discusses the characteristics of fluent kalam (fasih kelâm) in the context of wordsentence and lexical relation.
KURT translated the article titled “Language Plannîng in the
Diaspora: Corpus and Prestige Planning for Kurdish” by Salih AKIN from
English to Kurdish Kurmanci. It examines workshops in France and Sweden as
an example of the language organization and puts forward that those activities
are normally carried out by academies, in other words states and draws attention
to the difficulties encountered by the stateless people in standardizing their
language.
In this issue, Umran ALTINKILIÇ introduces volumes 1, 2, 3, 8, 9 and 10 of the
oral Kurdish literary encyclopedia which is composed of 25 volumes in total,
prepared by the brothers Celîlê Celîl and Ordîxanê Celîl.
Dr.Mustafa ASLAN
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